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EX EC U TI V E S U MMA R Y
This report was commissioned by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) to
provide an exploratory analysis of how police approaches to intelligence could be
reconfigured to take account of and adapt to a significantly changed information
environment. The assessment conducted by HMIC of the response to the series of mass
public disorders in August 2011 is suggestive of a potential intelligence failure – in terms
of a lack of analysed information affording a capacity to prevent and control what
happened. It is not clear whether the events of the summer could have practically been
predicted or pre-empted, given that extant public order policing strategy and tactics are
not designed to deal with highly mobile and ‘asymmetric’ public order events.1
However, the circumstances of their occurrence do illuminate a vulnerability and
weakness in the social organisation of police intelligence processes and systems. Current
police intelligence practices tend to focus upon and accent:
•
•

‘Criminal intelligence’ and collecting data on ‘the usual suspects’;
‘Crime intelligence’ on currently presenting priorities and problems.

To manage the overall volumes of information and data potentially available to the
police, the collection, analysis and acting on of intelligence by them tends to be focused
upon known problems and people, rather than providing a flexible and more prospective
perspective. This is a fundamental disposition within current practices that permeates
both national and neighbourhood work. For example, the intelligence requirement issued
to local forces by the National Community Tensions Team (NCTT) focuses upon hate
crime incidents, on the grounds that these are known to carry the potential to be
generative of further problems. More locally, empirical data collected from observations
of a local BCU intelligence unit in London, indicate that a significant proportion of
intelligence submissions are never entered onto the system. Around three quarters of
intelligence submissions were assessed as non-actionable and thus probably never even
looked at again.
In addition, and related to an issue with overall data volume, the mass public disorder
events and the limitations of the police response to these suggest a second intelligence
problem for policing. This relates to ‘processing speed’. It appears that police systems for
developing intelligence from large flows of social media data were not able to cope with
the demand to process it sufficiently rapidly in order to usefully inform ‘on the ground’
tactics and strategies. A defining feature of the emerging information environment in
which public institutions and organisations now operate is that it speeds up core
information processes in terms of data acquisition and feedback. In effect, the distance
between ‘flash to bang’, in terms of receiving information and having to act upon it, gets
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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shorter. It is not clear that police intelligence doctrine, with its requirements to assess the
provenance of intelligence and its sources, has kept pace with such changes.
In thinking about what is to be done, it is important that the precise nature of the issue
with police intelligence is clarified: there is a gap between what people say should
happen in an ideal world, and what actually occurs in practice confronted by real world
pressures. That is, doctrinal statements and policy acknowledge the importance of
developing a ‘rich’ and textured intelligence picture, but the capacity to do this in a
sustainable way at different levels of policing needs to be reality tested. There is a strong
possibility that the workings of current approaches are inducing a situation where police
are ‘blind’ and ‘unsighted’ in respect of a range of risks. This might become more
important in an era where:
•
•
•

The information environment has changed and there are far larger flows of
information to be monitored and assessed more quickly;
Social relations may be rendered more fragile and prone to conflict. Thus making
sources of disorder less predictable when compared with the recent past, and;
The key problems for policing may rapidly shape-shift and evolve, as particular
incidents induce second-order effects and trigger other issues.

The response recommended involves two upgrades:
1) The development of a far more systematic and structured approach to community
engagement by Neighbourhood Policing Teams (NPT) and other local policing
assets. The aim being to create a network of highly localised community
information and community intelligence sources that can be activated as required.
2) The development of a semantic data-mining engine designed to scan across
publicly available social media for signal crimes, signal disorders and control
signals that might be associated with changes in the intensity or scale of public
reactions to crime, disorder and policing.
Operationally these two capabilities could be deployed in the following manner: the
semantic data mining engine, located in a central unit, would be ‘listening’ for signals
across different parts of the country. The critical point about seeking ‘signals’ rather than
just incidents is that it involves attending to the effects on how people are thinking,
feeling and acting. When these events and associated reactions are detected then a tasking
would be issued to a local NPT to activate their local community intelligence network to
verify the social media ‘chatter’ through a more ‘grounded’ and intensive effort.
Such an approach affords several advantages:
•

!

It effectively establishes a ‘reverse’ communication channel to supplement the
current NCTT / local force arrangements;
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•

•

By automating the process of scanning open source material, it allows police to
monitor across a range of different problem-types, thus affording increased
adaptability;
The same technology could also be applied to data already within police
intelligence systems, which is currently under-utilised.

Establishing this approach would enable the development of a police ‘situational
intelligence’ capability. So called because it seeks to develop an intelligence picture of a
defined social situation.
!
!

!
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INTRODUCTION
This document reports findings from a study commissioned by HMIC. It was designed to
set out research evidence and thinking about current emerging and possible future
developments in relation to the information environment for policing, and how police
intelligence systems and processes should be reconfigured in light of such changes. The
findings are intended to inform HMIC’s report to the Home Secretary on the series of
mass public disorder events that occurred across England in the summer of 2011 and the
implications of these for policing.
The report addresses three key questions:
1) What are the known limitations with current police intelligence processes and
systems?
2) How is the information environment for policing altering and what kinds of
intelligence might this afford in relation to understanding the prevalence and
distribution of community risks, vulnerabilities, threats and tensions?
3) What capacity and capability adjustments would be required to develop and use
these new kinds of intelligence?
In engaging with these questions the analysis presented seeks to understand the range of
different types of information that are potentially available to the police from a variety of
sources, including both ‘online’ and ‘offline’ formats. This we term the ‘information
environment’. As a concept, the information environment has direct parallels with the
idea of the operating environment that is well established in police thinking. But whereas
the operating environment shapes and moulds police actions and interventions, the
information environment influences how police come to know about what is happening.
As such, this report also seeks to consider the implications if police were to seek to use
these new information sources more routinely to develop their intelligence pictures.
Accordingly, the report is divided into three key sections:
•

!

The first is based upon a selective review of literature on the concept and uses of
intelligence. On the basis of this review, it is noted that whilst military doctrine
has developed several new types of intelligence (such as SigInt; Osint; Geoint
etc.), such thinking does not appear to have been imported into policing. Not all
such concepts will resonate with policing, but it seems surprising that in ‘the
information age’ more development in this area is not apparent. Indeed, empirical
research identified by this review suggests the presence of a number of ‘system
pathologies’ in relation to current police processes and systems for managing
information and intelligence.
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•

•

Section Two forms the main focus of the report and will be where relevant
empirically informed analysis is presented drawn from UPSI’s previous field
studies. As part of this discussion, the potential afforded by several emerging
technologies and methods (such as semantic data mining) for collecting
information from social media sources and analysing this to generate policerelevant intelligence will be included.
The final section summarises the key cross-cutting themes that have emerged and
sets out recommendations.

SECTION 1: THE INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT OF POLICING
A number of prominent analyses contend that, in recent years, society has been
transitioning from a period where key defining aspects of the social order, including
social institutions and identities, were configured around the mode of industrial
production, to one where it is our relationships to information that have the most
profound influence upon patterns of social organisation. So where we used to talk of the
‘industrial age’, or ‘post-industrial age’, these analysts now refer to ‘the information age’.
Theorists of the information age contend that there has been an unprecedented surge in
the quantity of information that we routinely produce, process and consume relating to all
aspects of social life. This is physically manifest in the spread and proliferation of a range
of information communication technologies such as developments in relation to: personal
computing power; 24/7 global news media; the internet; mobile telephony. There is
growing empirical research that finds that the consequences of these developments are
that they have altered patterns of: organisation (‘flatter’ peer-to-peer networks are
preferred to more traditional hierarchical organisations); trust (levels of inter-personal
and institutional trust tend to be weaker and more contingent); community (the increasing
importance of non-geographically based affilitation); and identity (people develop more
complex conceptions of who they are and what groups they belong to).2
Such developments have important implications for policing, charged as it is with
providing a response to illegal and troublesome behaviours of various kinds.
Developments such as intelligence-led policing, the establishment of the National
Intelligence Model, and the incorporation of specialist crime analysts within policing
organisations can all be connected to the broader social processes outlined above. For
what the police have been seeking to do is to adapt to, and harness, the potential
opportunities afforded by the changes in the information environment.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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In particular, there is a sense in which the increase in the quantity of data that is being
produced, communicated and that can be routinely analysed, should afford opportunities
to ‘know’ more about troublesome and problematic behaviours of all kinds, and in
particular to predict problems before they occur. This obviously raises the question ‘do
the police possess the capacity and capability to do this?’
Within police organisations important distinctions are drawn between information,
intelligence, knowledge and evidence. Information is raw unprocessed data that when
subject to analysis can be translated into intelligence. There are a multitude of definitions
of intelligence in circulation, but all tend to accent the importance of analysis in terms of
assessing the provenance of the information and rendering it actionable, and the fact that
intelligence provides a degree of foresight. According to Whitaker (1999), intelligence is
"the systematic and purposeful acquisition, sorting, retrieval, analysis interpretation and
protection of information" (p. 5).3 Regarding the information/intelligence distinction,
another permutation is prevalent in relation to undercover policing. Gary Marx (1988)
noted that it is not uncommon to refer to any information that comes into police hands by
covert means as intelligence.4 In this context, there is a distinction made between covert
intelligence (information obtained by covert means) and intelligence product.
Below this level, police organisations tend to differentiate strategic and tactical
intelligence. The former is held to provide a more panoramic view of an issue or setting,
whereas the latter is intended to more directly guide specific interventions. In practice of
course, strategic and tactical intelligence are deeply intertwined and mutually recursive.
In defining the context for more targeted forms of action and analysis, strategic
intelligence "frames" the production of more tactical modes. Thus strategic intelligence
provides a sense of what problems are priorities for developing tactical intelligence on
and are thus candidates for interventions. It strongly guides the conditions of existence
for the production of any tactical intelligence. However, tactical intelligence, effectively
serve as warrants for the credibility of the strategic perspective adopted, and the validity
and reliability of the strategic orientation taken.
As a supplement to this strategic / tactical distinction, Innes and Sheptycki (2004)
informed by empirical studies funded by the Home Office into aspects of intelligence-led
policing, identified a potential for differentiating between ‘criminal’ and ‘crime’
intelligence.5 In their account, criminal intelligence is data providing some understanding
about the identity and activities of a particular nominated individual or group of
individuals. This can be contrasted with crime intelligence, which provides insight in
relation to particular types of crime, crime hot spots, or crime series. Developing this
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!Whitaker, R. (1999) The End of Privacy: How Total Surveillance is Becoming a Reality. New York: New
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Marx, G. (1988) Undercover: Police Surveillance in America. Berkeley: University of California Press.
5
Innes, M. and J. Sheptycki (2004) “From detection to disruption: some consequences of intelligence-led
crime control in the UK”, International Criminal Justice Review (14) pp. 1-14.
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approach, they further distinguished a form of ‘community intelligence’ as information
provided by ‘ordinary’ members of the public that when analysed provides insight into
the risks and threats perceived as especially pressing in a particular local context.
The significance of this discussion is that it points to the extent to which, despite the
development of the National Intelligence Model and its definition of basic analytic
products, there has been comparatively little thought given to the types of information
that are potentially available to police. Nor the ways that these might be rendered into
useful kinds of intelligence, enabling them to better know about what tasks they need to
perform to protect communities and the social order.
The apparent limitations of current police conceptions of intelligence and its potential
uses are amplified if we compare the situation in policing with the military. Within
military doctrine, it has become commonplace in recent years to reference a variety of
different modes of intelligence, for example: ‘humint’ – human intelligence; ‘sigint’ –
signals intelligence; ‘geoint’ – geographic intelligence; ‘osint’ – open source intelligence,
and so forth. Whilst it would be wrong to presume that such modes can necessarily be
imported into policing, the key point is that military doctrine displays a concerted and
systematic attempt to think about what is available in the information environment and
how that might be utilized. Similar efforts and thinking are simply not as evident in
policing. There is a need for the police to develop a far more systematic perspective of
the current information environment, and to examine how its processes and systems
should be configured accordingly. Questions need to be posed about whether greater
effectiveness and efficiency could be achieved if the information and intelligence aspects
of policing were organized differently.
Structured as it is around the National Intelligence Model’s three principal levels, the
base infrastructure in terms of how policing approaches the task of acquiring, assessing
and acting upon intelligence is based upon a hierarchical system. This is in accordance
with established thinking. For example, Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary
(1997) in a report entitled Policing With Intelligence noted that "the ideal intelligence
configuration has often been likened to a pyramid structure, extending from a broad
based local policing tier through a force and inter-force level to upper echelons composed
of national and international work" (p. 7).
The challenge for such an intelligence configuration as the amount of information
potentially available has increased rapidly, concerns the ability to identify what is
potentially important and to ensure that information is ‘channeled’ and ‘communicated’
up the pyramid. Although there is only limited empirical research that has been
conducted upon police intelligence, what this evidence suggests is that to cope with the
sheer volume of information, a number of workarounds have become established
practice.
Sheptycki (2004) for example, maintains that one way in which police organisations have
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sought to control information flows is by working in ‘silos’.6 That is officers are tacitly
encouraged to focus upon obtaining principally those kinds of information that relate to
their particular tasks and functions. This connects to a related problem highlighted by
Cope (2004),7 that in fact the primary determinant of the quantity and quality of police
intelligence is policing activity. Rather than intelligence-led policing, she suggests the
reality is one of ‘policing led-intelligence’, inasmuch as it is how police are arranged and
intervening that tends to determine what problems they come to know about.
A not dissimilar point was made in a study of the work of police crime analysts (Innes,
Fielding and Cope, 2005).8 The authors found that most analysts, most of the time, were
working on current issues and problems, in fairly limited ways. The work of trying to
identify and predict emerging problems was not common. Rather, the process of tasking
tended to focus analytic capacity upon current threats requiring ‘grip’, rather than
emerging risks.
This tendency to control and manage the information environment by focusing upon
known problems inflects the fundamental disposition of police intelligence management .
An unpublished study conducted by the authors in 2007 for the Metropolitan Police,
based upon an analysis of the work of the Borough Intelligence Unit found that:
• In October 2006 – there was a total of 3008 ‘5x5x5’ submissions;
• Of these, over 10% were graded as containing no intelligence or information;
• 2229 were assessed as containing new actionable intelligence, but they were not
progressed on the grounds they did not support borough or service objectives;
• Overall, 76% of submissions were graded as containing no actionable intelligence.
Similar patterns were also evident in a 2005 study for the National Community Tensions
Team exploring the concept and utility of community intelligence. Observations of three
police intelligence units suggested that there was a significant ‘volume’ problem. That is,
even then, there were too many intelligence submissions coming in to the system to be
effectively processed. It was estimated that over half of the intelligence being submitted
to these units was being ‘weeded’ out. Different forces were adopting different filters to
respond to this issue. Some used a ‘focus desk’ system to channel intelligence in
accordance with the force’s strategic priorities – intelligence submissions falling outside
these priorities not being processed. Other forces would set their intelligence requirement
in such a way that they steered officers towards only collecting information about current
risks and threats.
A variant of this approach informs the operations of the NCTT itself. The NCTT collect
information on inter- and intra-community tensions, and things that will degrade
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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community cohesion. This is achieved via a fairly focused effort. So on a weekly basis
NCTT request information on: critical incidents; incidents involving intra or inter
communal conflict; incidents involving public disorder; incidents impacting on
community cohesion; incidents attracting more than passing media interest; incidents
involving violence and or weapons; incidents that may impact on other forces. In
particular, they request information on issues affecting the following groups /
communities:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Jewish communities
Muslim communities
Eastern European communities
Traveller & Roma communities
Sikh communities
Asian communities
African communities
Middle Eastern communities
Right wing (RW) / (XRW) extreme right wing activity
Groups affected by terrorism or counter-terrorism operations
Asylum seeker / refugee communities
Defence League (DL / EDL / WDL / SDL) activity
Activity by Al Muhajiroun and associated groups / individuals
Intelligence pertaining to foreign radicals / extremists – in relation to
Exclusion Powers.

The NCTT approach does incorporate specific intelligence requirements around such
items as the Olympics (long term) or the Norway shootings (short term). However,
overall it can be seen that the predominant emphasis is upon the potential for inter- or
intra-community tensions deriving from ethnicity.
In essence, this is a risk-based system where the risks are gauged on the basis of
predicted likelihood of occurrence multiplied by an assessment of likely harm. To
appraise the likelihood of a particular risk presenting, past experience is deployed as a
guide. This will never be perfect however, especially in a social and economic setting that
is altering rapidly and profoundly. To frame it more directly, what if the issue of concern
is not a problem driven by issues of ethnic identity, as occurred in Summer 2011?
Particularly in an era of austerity and the stresses and strains induced by significant
retrenchments in services of various kinds, it seems reasonable to predict that there will
be a range of future conflict points, gravitating around very different social issues. For
example, in Bristol there have been public order issues around the opening of a new
Tesco’s store recently and the perception amongst some people that this will have a
negative impact upon the economic viability of other local stores.
A rather different information management problem manifests when a crisis happens
though. This is an ‘information surge’. It is a ‘volume’ problem. But whereas more
routinely the issue for police intelligence units is one of identifying relevant material
from data across a range of subjects and topics, an information surge will all concern a
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particular issue or problem. This can simply overwhelm the capacity to process it in a
timely manner.
The issue of timeliness is a relevant consideration. For in addition to and related to an
issue with overall data volume, the mass public disorder events and the limitations of the
police response to these suggest a second intelligence problem for policing. This
concerns processing speed. It appears that established police systems for developing
intelligence from large flows of social media data were not able to cope with the demand
to rapidly process it in order to usefully inform ‘on the ground’ tactics and strategies. A
defining feature of the emerging information environment in which public institutions
and organisations now operate, is that it speeds up key processes. In effect, the distance
between ‘flash to bang’ gets shorter, in terms of information becoming available and it
having to be acted upon. It is not clear that police intelligence doctrine, with its
requirements to assess the provenance of intelligence and its sources, has kept pace with
such changes.
Recognising the importance of the changed information environment for policing is
important in terms of being able to craft an accurate diagnosis of how and why police
attempts to prevent and control the public order events in August failed. In a preliminary
analysis, Innes (2011: 35)9 concluded that,
“The reason that police struggled to grip the problem in London was that they
brought 20th-century understanding and tactics to a 21st-century riot.’
The critical emphasis here is upon the fact that the failure of policing involved both
‘understanding’ and ‘tactics’. The nature of public protests has been evolving over the
past decade, adopting more fluid, adaptive and networked forms of social organisation.
As a consequence, police need to distil new ways of responding to these issues, and will
need to be more agile in terms of their approach. Critically though, this needs to
encompass how they develop and deploy intelligence to inform their ‘on-the-ground’
interventions. Reforming public order policing tactics in isolation from the ability to
intelligently track and understand how things are unfolding will not provide the solution.
From this preliminary review of the research evidence on police information management
and intelligence systems, we can draw several conclusions:
• A lot of information that could potentially be useful to policing, is for a variety of
reasons, not being utilised;
• This reflects a fundamental problem in terms of managing the volume of data that
is potentially out there and of potential interest;
• In terms of their intelligence requirement, forces tend to focus upon present risks
and threats, rather than emerging risks. In effect, the recent past is being used to
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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focus current activity. The danger here though is that of organising to respond to
the last problem, rather than the next one.
The critical issue then is how might policing be configured and conducted differently in
relation to the information environment in order to know more effectively about
emerging risks and threats? This is the theme of the next section.

SECTION 2: AN EVIDENCE BASE FOR DEVELOPING NEW CAPACITIES &
CAPABILITIES
In thinking about how policing could perform its information/intelligence management
functions better, we focus upon two dimensions: developing the community engagement
and community intelligence capabilities of Neighbourhood Policing; and the potential of
semantic data mining to analyse ‘open source’ information on the world wide web.
Neighbourhood Policing v2.0
The development of Neighbourhood Policing (NP) over the past five years has provided
the police with a far more effective local community footprint for the delivery of publicfacing services. Central to NP is an accent upon community engagement to develop
community intelligence about peoples’ local concerns and priorities. Drawing upon
research evidence from a programme of fieldwork exploring the potential uses of
community engagement at the neighbourhood level, three key propositions can be
derived:10
• Additional value could be extracted from NP at a local level in terms of
generating community intelligence across a wide spectrum of risks and threats;
• To achieve this, a more systematic and structured approach to conducting
community engagement needs to be embedded;
• The community intelligence generated can provide new insights for the police
about the communities they are policing.
For the past decade, UPSI has been pursuing a programme of fieldwork based empirical
research seeking to develop and test new community intelligence methodologies for
policing. As part of this research programme, that has been conducted in partnership with
a number of police organisations and focused upon a range of topics, UPSI has assembled
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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a significant and highly detailed evidence-base in relation to public perceptions and
attitudes towards crime, disorder and policing across a variety of circumstances and in a
range of different settings. In the course of individual studies, data has been collected on
a number of themes potentially relevant to HMIC’s current work, including: indicators of
intra- and inter-community tension; methods for ensuring systematic community
engagement; and the potential of mapping community emotions, such as anger, amongst
others. To date, many of these issues have been seen as largely ancillary to the main
interests of policing. Consequently, they have not been brought together and their
potential systematically assessed. However, now seems an opportune moment to consider
their potential value to operational policing.
One of the assumptions that policing needs to challenge in relation to community
engagement is that, just because a process or system is in place, does not mean that it is
being effectively implemented in all communities and localities. Relatedly, it should not
be assumed that because an approach worked in the past, it will consistently remain
equally effective and relevant. Such assumptions are often evident in relation to the
community engagement functions of Neighbourhood Policing. The public facing
engagements afforded by local Neighbourhood Policing Teams are a potentially potent
mechanism for keeping up-to-date about concerns and issues within and across different
areas. However, how many police forces have seriously ‘reality tested’ the actual depth
and reach of their community engagement? There is a tendency to assume that just
because there are officers assigned to local neighbourhoods that they will be interfacing
well with all communities. This is doubtful.
In 2007, as part of a major research programme designed to improve the efficacy of their
community engagement, South Wales Police asked UPSI to test the quality of their
contacts with ordinary community members who were not victims, witnesses or suspects
in a crime. Along with many other forces, at the time, SWP were relying heavily upon
PACT meetings as their principal vehicle for engagement. However, when meeting
attendance was researched over a twelve month period in Cardiff, it was found that over
half of the PACT meetings being organised by the police were attended by less than ten
members of the public.
Of course, PACT meetings were not the only engagement method being used in South
Wales. In common with many other forces, SWP were also using Citizen Panels to
identify community priorities. As part of the programme of research, it was decided to
reality test how useful this was. The results of this reality testing are displayed in Figure
2.1 below.
F
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This map of Cardiff shows the relative levels of demand for policing services in the City.
The parts shaded red depict relatively high recorded crime and high socio-economic
deprivation areas. Those shaded blue are medium crime and deprivation. Areas in grey
are relatively low demand neighbourhoods. Also plotted on the map are a number of pink
dots representing the members of the Citizen’s Panel who actually engaged with the
police. The key point being that those who actually engaged tended not to live in the
‘high demand’ areas of the city. Further investigation revealed that these individuals were
significantly older than the general population of Cardiff.
Armed with the results of this reality testing exercise, directed by UPSI’s community
engagement methodology, SWP set about implementing an approach designed to
overcome this tendency for contacts to cluster in particular areas. Rather than waiting for
the public to come and engage with the police, PCSO’s and Neighbourhood Teams were
tasked to go and develop a member of their Key Individual Network in every Office for
National Statistics Output Area across South Wales. Overall, this involved about 4200
individual engagements. The critical point being though that by striving for this
geographic coverage, SWP significantly expanded their community connectivity. It
transpired that 73% (n=542) of the people contacted through this method in Cardiff had
never previously attended a PACT meeting, or had a non-crime police contact.
The intelligence value of this approach is that it provides systematic geographic coverage
in terms of establishing contact with key individuals in each and every neighbourhood.
This is a counter to approaches that rely upon engaging with communities who want to
engage with the police, or concentrating effort in those areas where existing police
intelligence suggests additional intelligence is required. It is about building a network of
community contacts that affords the potential to detect any potential risks and threats,
rather than just those where resources are clustered.
In the context of this report, the key learning point is the importance of reality testing the
reach and depth of community engagement processes. By adopting a derivative of the
approach outlined above, it is quite easy for senior officers to ascertain whether their
NPTs have enough contacts in the right places to know if any community or
neighbourhood situation may be worsening. The critical issue being that by structuring
community engagement around specific units of geography, the police are developing
contacts across every neighbourhood in order that they have a better chance of knowing if
a situation is deteriorating.
For each of the 4200 public contacts made by the NPTs in South Wales an in-depth
interview was conducted to determine that individual’s key priorities for crime, disorder
and policing. The interviews were based around the signal crimes perspective ,which
seeks to determine how particular events alter how people think, feel or act in relation to
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their neighbourhood security.11 This is important because it facilitates an analysis that is
not simply restricted to the prevalence of problems, but also affords insight into their
harms and collective impacts. Some people described being ’afraid’, others of ‘avoiding
areas’. Herein though we are particularly interested in those instances where people
described the ways that crime and disorder were making them ‘angry’.
In Figure 2.2 below we have aggregated all the data where people in Cardiff have stated
that some incident has caused them to feel angry.
F

FIGURE 2.2 ABOUT HERE –

As this shows, in a similar way to ‘hotspotting’ the prevalence of crime incidents, it is
possible to map public emotions and reactions to crime and disorder. Understanding
where people are getting angry may have some intelligence value in terms of predicting
where they might collectively mobilise.
Extending this line of thinking somewhat, it would seem that an additional opportunity
for the police in terms of anticipating where mass public disorder might occur, is in
monitoring the ‘public chatter’ about their performance. The data in the Figure above
includes anger that is generated by poor police services. History suggests that poor
policing can often provide the fuel for collective mobilisation. It would thus seem
appropriate to suggest that the police develop a better understanding of how they are
really being perceived within and across different communities. As part of the National
Reassurance Policing Programme (where the signal crimes perspective was first applied
to policing) some initial work went in to outlining the concept of ‘control signals’.12
However, this dimension was never really developed. In a more fragile age though,
understanding what signals their particular social control interventions are sending to
communities would have some value for policing.
In addition to the work with South Wales Police, since 2007 UPSI has been working with
the Safer Sutton Partnership (SSP) to conduct in-depth interviews, using the community
engagement methodology, with members of the public in every ward across the Borough
to identify their local crime, disorder and policing priorities. With a total of 600
interviews being conducted each year since 2007, this dataset now provides unique
insights into patterns and trends in public concerns at a local level.
For the past five years there have been some clear patterns in the data:
• The key problems in the Borough have been relatively stable over the five year
period focusing upon anti-social behaviour and physical disorders;
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11

Innes, M. (2004) “Signal crimes and signal disorders: notes on deviance as communicative action”,
British Journal of Sociology. (55/3) pp. 335-55.
12
!See - Innes, M., S. Hayden, T. Lowe, H. Mackenzie, C. Roberts & L. Twyman (2004) Signal
Crimes and Reassurance Policing Volumes 1 and 2. Guildford: University of Surrey.
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•
•

Using the evidence to target interventions at these problems has seen reduction in
their overall prevalence from the public’s point of view (by about 1/3);
The focus of public concerns have been moving from issues in their
neighbourhoods to more public spaces such as the High Street.13

In early summer 2011, UPSI commenced work with the SSP on the latest round of
interviews. Analysis of the data collected started in August. The results from the first four
wards to be analysed suggest that, at least in some wards in Sutton, there has been a
marked shift in the concerns the public are identifying as harming and impacting upon
their quality of life. Most notably:
• ‘Private theft’ has appeared relatively high in the overall rankings for number of
times it was mentioned. In previous years, this was not present as a notable ‘signal
crime’.
• ‘Gangs’ differentiated from groups of youths, also appears in the list of top
signals in a couple of wards for the first time.
• In respect of the previous point, it is notable that in Beddington South specific
mention is being made of gangs clustering around Croydon Bus Station. These
data were collected before the public disorder started in Croydon, suggesting there
may have been some local precursor developments picked up on as ‘weak signals’
by the public.
To provide more detail about these findings, in the series of Tables below, the top signal
crimes and disorders for the four wards where interviews have been completed so far in
2011, are shown together with the top signals in those wards in previous years.

Sutton Central
2007
1.Groups of

2008
1.Groups of

2009
1.Speeding

2010
1.Groups of

2011
1.Drug

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13
!For!a!full!discussion!of!these!results!see!Lowe, T. and M. Innes (forthcoming, 2012) ‘Can we speak
in confidence? Community intelligence and Neighbourhood Policing v2.0’, Policing and Society.!
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youths

youths

youths

2.Public
violence

2.Speeding

2.Groups of
youths

3.Public
drinking

3.Damage to
Vehicles

3.People
shouting

4.Speeding

4.Undesirable
groups

4.Public
drinking

5.Inconsiderate 5.Loud music
parking

5.Public
violence

Dealing
(public)
2.Undesirable
2.Groups of
groups
youths
=2. Dog mess
3.Drug use in
3.
public
Inconsiderate
=3.Speeding
parking
=3. Drug use
in public
=3. Speeding
4.Inconsiderate 4. Burglary
parking
(Private
house)
5.Litter
5. Graffiti
=5. Suspicious
people
=5. Dangerous
location

Beddington South
2007
1. Groups of
youths
2. Speeding
3. Vehicles
racing off-road
4. Threatening
behaviour

2008
1. Groups of
youths
=1. Speeding
2.Threatening
behaviour
3.Verbal abuse
=3.Drug
Dealing
(public)
4. Vehicles
racing off-road
= 4. Public
drinking
= 4. Damage to
vehicles

5. Road traffic
noise

2009
1.Speeding

2010
1.Groups of
youths

2011
1.Groups of
youths

2.Groups of
youths
3.Burglary
(private house)

2.Speeding

2.Gangs

3.Vehicles
racing off-road
=3.Dog mess

4.Theft from
vehicles

4.Litter
=4.Dangerous
location

3. Drug
Dealing
(Private
houses)
4. Speeding
=4. Drug Use
(In public)
=4. Burglary
(Private
house)

5.Verbal abuse 5.Drug
=5.Undesirable Dealing
groups
(public)

The Wrythe
2007
1.Undesirable
groups
!

2008
1.Groups of
youths

2009
1.Groups of
youths

2010
1. Groups of
Youths

2011
1.Theft
(private)
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2.Groups of
youths
3.Speeding
4.Public
drinking

5.Road traffic
=5.Dark areas

2.Speeding
=2.Damage to
bus shelters
3.Inconsiderate
parking
4.Vehicles
racing off-road
=4.Litter

2.Speeding

2. Speeding

2.Groups of
youths

3.Undesirable
groups
4.Threatening
behaviour
=4.Damage
to vehicles
=4.Alleyways

3. Theft from
Vehicles
4.
Inconsiderate
Parking

3. Litter

5.Public
drinking
=5.Fly tipping

5. Other Auto
Crime

4. Damage to
Buildings
=4.
Inconsiderate
Parking
=4. Fly Tipping
5. People
Shouting
=5. Speeding
=5. Dog Mess
=5. Theft
(commercial)

Wandle Valley
2007
1.Groups of
youths

2008
1.Groups of
youths

2.Fly tipping

2.Vehicles
racing off-road
=2. Litter

3.Graffiti

3. Graffiti
=3.Public
Drinking
=3.Speeding
=3.Vehicles
racing on-road
4. Theft from
vehicles
= 4. Flytipping

4.Litter

5.Speeding

!

2009
1.Public
drinking

2010
1. Groups of
Youths
2.Inconsiderate
1.
2. Speeding
parking
=2.Groups of
youths
3.Fly tipping
2.
3. Public
Drinking

2011
1.Groups of
youths

4.People 3.
shouting
=4.Dog mess
=4.Vehicles
4.
racing on-road
5.Threatening
5.
behaviour
=5.Litter

4.
Inconsiderate
Parking
= 4. Litter

4.
Inconsiderate
Parking

5. Signs of
Drug Use

5. Theft
(Private)
=5. Damage to
Vehicles

2. Speeding

3. Litter
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Given some of the marked changes highlighted above, and how public concern about
‘gangs’ and ‘acquisitive crime – private theft’ have appeared for the first time, it is of
considerable note that these data were collected in June 2011 just before the public
disorder occurred, including in Croydon and Sutton High Street. It seems plausible that
the public were detecting some subtle shifts locally that were subsequently generative of
the disorder.
An additional opportunity afforded by this structured and systematic approach to
community engagement is suggested in Figure 2.3 below.
F

FIGURE 2.3 ABOUT HERE –

In this diagram are represented the data derived from an exercise, conducted as part of the
interviews across South Wales, where respondents were asked to draw upon maps of the
local area the boundaries of their neighbourhood and any other neighbourhoods. What the
bright-line boundaries denote is where there are high levels of agreement amongst
multiple respondents about where the frontiers between individual neighbourhoods are
located. The area displayed is one electoral ward in Cardiff. But it can be clearly seen
that, from the perspective of the people living there, it comprises several distinct
neighbourhoods with distinct social identities. Looking across the data for Cardiff and
South Wales more generally, it is evident that these ‘bright-line’ boundaries do not occur
everywhere. Frequently the boundaries between areas are ‘fuzzy’ and collectively
respondents engaged in this exercise are far less certain about where one area begins and
another ends. In certain circumstances then, it seems plausible that the presence of bright
line boundaries in how citizens define local public spaces might be a potential indicator
of intra- or inter-community tensions.
If we take the particular area of Cardiff featured in the Figure above, it is significant that
in the past, public disorder has occurred in the area. More importantly though, a very
similar pattern was observed in work conducted in Oldham as part of the National
Reassurance Policing Programme. In this case, when asked to draw their neighbourhoods,
members of the white working class community and Pakistani Asian community were all
very clear about their territories and a bright-line boundary running along the spatial
frontier between their respective neighbourhoods was clearly observed.
The preceding discussion has addressed how a systematic and structured approach to
community engagement delivered by Neighbourhood Policing Teams can be used to
derive community intelligence that might afford new ways of identifying areas
potentially at risk of mass public disorder. However, acquiring this kind of more textured
and nuanced understanding of community organisation and dynamics can be obtained in
different ways. For example, in 2008, an exploratory study was conducted in Sutton to
better understand the perceptions of Muslim communities. This work was tied explicitly
to the Prevent programme, but used a similar methodology to that described above
!
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As part of this study, the 62 respondents were asked to geographically identify any places
of interest for them. A number of potential categories were included within the interview
instrument: shopping facilities; leisure activities; places of worship; schools and colleges.
Analysis of these data focused upon investigating whether people from Muslim faith
backgrounds tended to use any particular spaces. It transpired that they did. The value of
this information being that, should there be an escalation of inter-community tensions,
then police are in possession of information telling them what spaces they need to protect
as a priority to try and minimize and prevent hate-crime incidents. This analysis also
revealed however, that there were certain public spaces in the Borough that people from
Muslim backgrounds had already effectively withdrawn from. Very often this reflected
experiences of verbal abuse and harassment. The data suggested that only about 40% of
all potential racially motivated issues were being reported to police. The analysis further
identified that people from Muslim backgrounds in Sutton were also tending to make
greater use of those public spaces where park wardens or PCSOs were known to operate,
because of the reassurance value afforded by a uniformed social control presence.
Building upon this approach, a similar methodology was utilized in the Bury Park area of
Luton. In Bury Park, strong tensions between ‘pro-social’ and ‘anti-social’ (more
extremist) elements of the Muslim community were evident. This can be referred to as
intra-community tension as it was largely internal to the Muslim Asian population. In
addition, there was evidence of inter-community tensions resulting from the activities of
the English Defence League and subsequent protests in response to the disruption of the
Army homecoming march by members of Call to Submission, formally Al-Muhajiroun,
now a proscribed organisation in the UK.
Utilising similar methods to those employed in Sutton, community engagement
interviews were conducted systematically across all areas of Bury Park. As happens,
across all communities where this approach is utilized, it resulted in significant amounts
of community intelligence. It was notable that many respondents were specifically angry
and concerned about the recruiting and proselytising activities of Call to Submission
(CtS) and other extremist elements in the community. Call to Submission had been
excluded by mainstream Mosques in the locality and was conducting its activities by
standing on Dunstable Road, a key route to and from local Mosques. Respondents were
also concerned about the ‘brainwashing’ employed by CtS particularly that which is
directed at the young and vulnerable people, who are increasingly seen to be turning their
anger against the police. By engaging to understand local concerns, the police were able
to develop significant insights into some of the potential risks in the area.
Most notably, and in an important methodological innovation the approach developed a
‘points of interest’ analysis. This was based upon asking members of different

!
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communities about the areas they used routinely in their daily lives. Analysis of these
data revealed that an awful lot of community activity centered upon the Dunstable Road
area. The critical point being that, as and when tensions escalate, it becomes particularly
important for police to visibly protect this area to minimize the disruption to local
residents and provide them with reassurance.
- FIGURE 2.4 ABOUT HERE -

Semantic Opinion Mining and ‘Online’ Communities
Building on the volume of information problem discussed above, it is clear that patterns
of digital media use are rapidly changing, accompanied by an almost exponentially
increasing worldwide growth in the smartphone market. Since 2000, the Pew Internet
Project has been surveying Internet use and its social impacts. The Pew data clearly
evidence that people are taking full advantage of Web 2.0 technology using it to find
information on the Web. The important point to note in this period of rapid change is that
people no longer only use the web to gather information, but actively seek or give
opinions from or to someone in similar social circumstances. They often do this by
reading and writing blogs, frequently update web pages commonly used to comment on
various topics), use microblogging (e.g. via Twitter), to post short news items reaching
wide social audience almost instantaneously, posting comments on social network pages
(e.g. Facebook) or news items (e.g. BBC web site), alongside mobile voice and text
services.
Research conducted by ‘i to i ltd.’ examined social media use in relation to the recent
series of public disorder events, and in particular which social media ‘channels’ were
being used by the public. This revealed that Twitter was the most heavily exploited
communication channel as the figure below shows, indicating that people were
attempting to engage with the immediacy of the events as they unfolded.

!
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Figure 2.4 – Where Were the Public Disorders Discussed?
More detailed analysis of these data reveal how social activists seek to harness such
activity with pro- and anti-social intent for the purposes of organizing social action,
demonstrations and protests. For example, the following post collected by ‘i to i’ shows
how some were seeking to exploit the violence for political ends,
Listen, kids: go back home and calm the f*** down, because if you think you’re
powerful now, just imagine what you’d be able to do if armed with facts AND
bricks. Put those looted TVs and iPads to some use and go and learn about
protests in Spain [hyperlink to website]. Get organised. Think. Educate. Teach.
Talk. Get powerful. Then come back at the same time next year – just before the
Olympics...

In the absence of appropriate text mining tools, intelligence officers would need to read
many thousands of documents, manually coding and extracting information from such
social media data in order to track social reactions. The sheer volume of textual data
poses significant challenges to the intelligence community’s ability to absorb and process
such information. Text mining (TM) has emerged as a potential solution to the associated
critical problems of:

!
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1. ‘Information overload’;
2. ‘Information overlook’.

The former relates to the capacity issues around processing and analysis that occur in
relation to an information surge. The latter component points to the subsequent
difficulties in pattern recognition that are induced in terms of being able to spot
significant information.
TM technologies now use techniques from natural language processing, knowledge
management, data mining and machine learning to efficiently process large text sets. In
particular, opinion mining has emerged as an active area of research in TM. Opinion
mining (OM) is concerned with classifying a text segment (e.g. phrase, sentence or
paragraph) in terms of its subjective or objective polarity, positive or negative polarity
and its topic. Opinionated words (i.e. subjective words considered to be carrying an
opinion bias), are often used in a ‘bag-of-words’ approach to classify opinions. Such
words can be utilized from pre-constructed lexicons such as SentiWordNet, WordNetAffect and EmoLex. Dynamic calculation of word polarity (or semantic orientation)
based on its statistical association with a set of positive and negative paradigm words is
an alternative to predefined lists of opinionated words. Other features explored in OM
include more complex linguistic models based on lexical substitution, n-grams and
phrases.
Examples of such processing already exist, for example Sep Kumvar and Jonathan Harris
from Stanford University are continuously globally monitoring how people ‘feel’ from
public on-line data (see http://www.wefeelfine.org/ ) . Using a relatively simple ‘key
word’ approach, their technology scans social media data for any sentence on social
media sites that starts with ‘I feel’, ‘we feel’ and so on. If found, the program captures the
containing sentence up to the parenthesis and classifies all the words within the sentence
in order to extract the sentiment. From this, it is possible to statistically calculate patterns
and trends in what people are feeling in any country.
Researchers, including the authors and many others worldwide, are investigating state-ofthe-art techniques applicable to OM from the Internet and beginning to develop new
models to systematically support the process of detecting social reactions to major crime
and socially condensing events, while others are looking at capturing public sentiment
and reaction to political decision making. Essentially, all of these endeavours point to the
strategic short term possibility of continuous ‘always-on’ monitoring and analysis of
public internet material that could provide early warning of public disorder, the issues
around which that action is coalescing, where it is likely to happen, and where in the
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world it is being organized. Trials already suggest it is possible to monitor such social
transactions at the neighbourhood level.
While the former dimension is concerned principally with the substance of ‘what’ is
being communicated. That is, what information about the event is being conveyed and
what sentiments are being attached to it? In relation to issues of police intelligence, the
authors are currently exploring how people ‘use’ social media to further expand its
intelligence potential. For instance do they use social media to:
•

Report – adding new factual details to the public knowledge about what has
happened, for example, in respect of aspects they directly witnessed;

•

Relay – pass on news to others they think might be interested, without necessarily
adding to the content in any way;
React – record their emotional and/or cognitive responses to narratives;
Rumour – to improvise news, without necessarily being sure of its accuracy.
Organise – plan assemblies or public action – with either pro-social or anti-social
intent;
Propagandise – plant messages or link events to an identifiable political extremist
view.

•
•
•
•

Differentiating and understanding what social media are being used to do in this fashion,
is a potentially important element in being able to determine why certain narratives elicit
a widespread take-up, but others do not. Thus, the potential is that such systems will be
able not only warn of potential trouble, but also ‘take the pulse’ of public reaction to
incidents in the community, as well as identify the relative importance of differing signal
events. This has implications for the ways in which police intelligence activities are
currently envisioned and enacted. Whilst it should be made clear that OM systems are not
self-learning and need their lexicons to be expanded manually thus far, they do provide
an opportunity to incrementally explore more and more of the ‘unknown’ issues
emerging in society that enable the ‘far-sight’ intelligence capacity of the police to be
realised and the two critical information problems to be overcome.
Furthermore, OM systems could be linked to all existing textual intelligence records
enabling the system to connect up previously gathered information and intelligence with
new data, which may enable the vast majority of police intelligence submissions
currently discarded to be utilised to create a sophisticated situational picture of crime and
disorder in an area.

S EC TI ON 3: C ON C LU S I ON S – S I TU A TI ON A L I N TELLI GEN C E
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As is the case with all institutions and organisations, the onset and development of the
information age poses a number of challenges for the police. As more and more
information becomes available and is communicated faster and in increasing quantities, it
becomes important to think coherently about how to adapt and respond. There are
reputational risks involved. As has been shown in a number of historic cases (such as that
of the Yorkshire Ripper), if the police fail to identify information that they should have
done and that could have been used to prevent an incident, then there can be a
significantly negative impact upon public confidence and a considerable legacy.
Improving police databases and information communication technologies, and investing
in new technologies undoubtedly offers some potential, but in this report we have
deliberately sought to show that it is not all about technology. There is untapped potential
that can be realized by taking a more robust and disciplined approach to community
engagement in neighbourhoods.
Relatedly, it is equally clear that part of the problem is conceptual. Compared with
developments in the military for example, there appears to have been far less attention
given to thinking and developing new modes of intelligence. This is an oversight and
should be addressed. Looking across the evidence that has been summarized in the
preceding sections of this report, what appears to be developing is a form of ‘situational
intelligence’ that could be highly relevant to policing. Situational intelligence (SITINT)
can be defined as information that affords an enhanced capacity for effective action when
located in a set of circumstances relating to a particular moment in space and time. In
effect, it facilitates greater situational awareness. Formulated in this way, the salience of
SITINT is that it is not driven by focusing upon particular risks and threats, but provides
an analysis of a particular situation (whether that is defined geographically,
economically, socially or politically) and the risks and threats presenting therein.
Currently, the overall police intelligence system works by ‘shining a series of beams of
light’ on particular known risks and threats. Whilst this is adequate for dealing with the
majority of business, it does create a vulnerability in terms of preparedness for dealing
with the unexpected. This is particularly so given the current circumstances where social
order is becoming more fluid and contingent, and there is likely to be increasing conflict.
Developing a situational intelligence capacity and capability is about finding more
flexible and adaptable ways to map risks and threats, rather than just focusing upon those
that past experience suggests are present. The critical innovation is that it does not start
with a defined known problem or issue, but rather seeks to investigate what risks and
threats can be identified within the parameters of a particular situation.
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It is an approach that would depend upon developing an ‘all-source intelligence picture’.
To a degree, this is what strategic assessments were meant to achieve, but it appears that
in reality these are insufficiently dynamic and tend to be ‘bent’ to focus upon specific
issues, rather than identifying all known risks and threats.
Policing deals with people, places and events. In different ways all of the information and
intelligence that has been discussed in this report is an artifact of this fundamental
disposition. As such, it could provide the basis of a framework for developing a
situational intelligence picture of all known risks and threats.
The development of this approach, we have suggested could be aided by improvements in
two specific areas:
• Using NP to develop a more systematic, structured and sophisticated approach to
community engagement, in order to provide the basis for new community
intelligence products.
• Integrating analysis of social media to produce a richer picture of community
sentiments and reactions to relevant people, places and events.
These two forms of online and ‘offline’ intelligence development should be underpinned
by a coherent conceptual framework. Both aspects should focus upon detecting the
presence of signal crimes, signal disorders and control signals (both positive and
negative). The critical point about harnessing the signal crimes perspective is that, rather
than just focusing upon incidents, it attends equally carefully to the effects of events and
how they are changing the ways people are thinking, feeling and acting. It is this quality
of social reaction (in terms of cognition, emotion and/or behaviour) that is absent from
the current intelligence picture that police seek to develop.
Operationally these two capabilities could be deployed in the following manner: the
semantic data miner, located in a central unit, would be ‘listening’ for signals across
different parts of the country. When these are detected then a tasking would be issued to a
local NPT to activate their local community intelligence network to verify the social
media ‘chatter’ through a more ‘grounded’ and intensive effort. Sequencing these
functions in this manner would supplement and augment current arrangements. Integrated
in this fashion they would provide a more adaptable and flexible way of identifying
potential risks and threats.
Thus we would make the following recommendations:
1) A project be launched to examine what other forms of intelligence could be
usefully integrated within policing.
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2) Individual police forces ‘reality test’ the reach down and reach across of their
community engagement processes.
3) Police should check internal databases to see if there were any additional
indicators that the tenor of community intelligence changed in the ways identified
in the Sutton data prior to the public order incidents.
4) Research should be commissioned to explore what other indicators could be
developed to afford a more holistic picture of intra- and inter-community tensions.
5) Work be commenced to develop a situational intelligence capacity and capability,
integrating a conceptual apparatus based around detecting signal crimes, signal
disorders, and positive and negative control signals.
6) In moving forward it is important that attention and progress is not oriented
simply in relation to the summer’s events, but develops a more rounded
perspective across the range of potential risks and threats that are likely to
develop in the near future.
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